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											Loans designed for healthcare professionals

																Quick and easy financing for doctors, nurses, dentists, veterinarians and more

									

				
					
													Up to $350K. Flexible Terms.
Competitive rates. Get started.											

					
																				


 












*Required

Your Medical Title*
Doctor
Nurse
Veterinarian
Dentist
Pharmacist
Chiropractor
Physical Therapist
EMT
Other Licensed Medical Professional



Your credit score won’t be impacted by sharing this information.








											

				

			

		
		

		
					
					
													Less paperwork
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													Hippo makes financing for healthcare professionals stress-free with a quick application process.

											
	
													Quick approval
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													Just answer some basic questions to get started. When your full application is submitted and approved, you can get funding in as quick as a week.

											
	
													More flexibility
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													While a traditional bank might not understand the personal needs of physicians, nurses, dentists, or veterinarians, our business model is geared to help healthcare providers succeed.

											


								
											Start now									
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Hippo Lending
4.9


Based on 115 reviews

Write a review
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Zaa Wilkins15:57 13 Oct 23



            Ben has been very helpful during the whole process, any question I had , he answered immediately! So happy I went with this company .            


[image: Rileigh Wilkins]
Rileigh Wilkins13:54 06 Oct 23



            I want to thank everyone on my hippo lending team for helping me consolidate my debt. The biggest reason why I did this is because student loans were coming up and I wanted less payment dates to keep track of by lumping them all up into one payment. Hippo lending went above and beyond to help me and made it a fast and easy process. I want to thank my hippo lending team again and I would recommend them to any health professional interested in getting money assistance or consolidating debt!            


[image: Eleanor Padlo]
Eleanor Padlo19:34 05 Oct 23



            Ben Thompson is wonderful and caring. He explains the process and stays with you until everything is completed            


[image: Heather Ramirez]
Heather Ramirez17:39 02 Oct 23



            I had a really great experience with the Hippo Lending team. Lesley was wonderful at answering all my questions, was very patient and informative about the process. Of the many benefits, I love the fact that the loan does not show up on our credit but effectively removes several debts from our credit score, immediately improving our credit. I was able to consolidate a large amount of debt with one simple payment and because of that, I am able to save more money monthly in savings.            


[image: Monika B.]
Monika B.13:10 22 Sep 23



            Hippo Lending has been a pleasure to work with from start to finish. Lesley is absolutely wonderful! She was quick to respond to my questions, very personable, and worked through every issue we encountered during the process. As a health care professional, we learn that time is of the essence. Hippo Lending has proven to be quick, responsive, and accurate which I appreciate with my busy schedule.I highly recommend Hippo Lending!            
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            Hippo is great. If you are in healthcare this is the go to company. Ben was wonderful to work with.            


[image: Ruby Huizar]
Ruby Huizar02:07 26 Jul 23



            I Highly recommend HIPPO to any Medical Professional in need of financial assistance for debt consolidation, business loan, etc. The process from start to finish was easy and to the point. We applied online and were contacted the next day. The professionalism from our representative Ben was great and he lead us through the steps and answered our questions. The process took about 3-4 weeks which was fine with us, we were not in a rush. We are stress free now, having our prior financial obligations consolidated, thanks to HIPPO's loan to pay off our debt and allow us to just make that one time payment to them.  We look forward now to have the opportunity to start saving for an emergency fund, a home down pmt and pay in cash our monthly necessities without living off credit cards. Thank you Hippo!            


[image: Amber Hoffer]
Amber Hoffer23:06 10 Jul 23



            The entire experience, from the 1st phone call was great. Rebecca was amazing to work with and really really helped me throughout! She and the team made me feel like I was a priority and made me aware that they were always there to help, and they really were! Every person I came in contact with was incredibly professional. At the beginning I was so nervous about the amount of debt I had accrued and it was embarrassing for me, but they always made me feel confident and like I was on the right track! They really got to know me and I was able to get to know them. This was a great, fast experience and I would recommend Hippo Lending to all of my medical friends and family!            
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Venessa Brewton02:34 09 Jul 23



            So far I have been very happy with the ease of, and efficiency of, everything Hippo lending services has available for people to make their dreams obtainable!!            


[image: Bettina d'andrea]
Bettina d'andrea12:01 29 Jun 23



            I can't express the extent of my gratitude toward Ben and the Hippo team. As many other medical professionals have experienced, between grad school, a pandemic, and other life circumstances it is easy to find yourself in extensive debt with interest rates that make it difficult to pay your way out of. The hippo team take into consideration not only your credit profile, but your entire financial situation. They are transparent throughout the process, easy to communicate with, and overall provide extensive financial counseling/guidance. I highly recommend the hippo team and would use their services again if ever needed. Thank you hippo!            


[image: Valerie Callaway]
Valerie Callaway00:17 23 Jun 23



            Hippo Lending is an amazing company to do business with. Rebecca went out of her way to make sure all my needs were met. I felt no pressure at any time. This loan changed my life and I couldn't have done it without them.Valerie Callaway, RN            
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            Great experience! Lesley was incredibly helpful!            


[image: Fatoumatta Daabo]
Fatoumatta Daabo23:31 09 Apr 23



            Lesley Franklin and hippo lending were very professional, and they made obtain our loans very easy and seamless. Will highly recommend.            


[image: Gillian Choate]
Gillian Choate21:07 30 Mar 23



            I came across this company as a lender for the healthcare specialty.  From the start of the process with them, they were amazing and so professional. From the first call with Marvin and his amazing customer service to my multiple conversations with Bryan… I truly am grateful for the entire process. My situation was a bit unique, but Bryan and they were so encouraging and are truly enabling me to pursue my dream. I highly recommend HIPPO and Bryan. I have also learned a lot in the process that will help me in the next phase of my business. Thank you, HIPPO. Definitely FIVE stars.⭐️ ⭐️ ⭐️ ⭐️ ⭐️            
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Sushant Remersu20:57 21 Mar 23



            Bryan was amazing in making me understand the loan details from the outset, he made the whole process smooth and very pleasant.Really appreciate the whole team for understanding my needs and understanding my process and making all this possible.            


[image: Elliot Zaret]
Elliot Zaret18:19 20 Mar 23



            HIPPO is a wonderful service. We've used them twice for my wife's practice and both time found them amazing. They are very easy to work with and make the process very simple. And the speed was amazing -- application to funding in less than two weeks! Their representatives are delightful to work with and really try to make a loan that will work for you. I wish I could add more stars.            


[image: briana check]
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            Hippo Lending was very easy to work with. I received the funding in less than a week from my loan approval. Great customer service.  Leslie Franklin was the loan agent I worked with. Very responsive to email and questions. 10/10 would recommend!            


[image: Megan O'Brien]
Megan O'Brien20:31 13 Mar 23



            I worked with Lesley Franklin and I highly recommend Hippo lending for debt consolidation. It is a privilege to have a company willing to work with young medical professionals in training or recently out of training with higher debt to income ratios, for whatever reason, on a case by case basis. I appreciate that they are about more than just lending the money; they also provide resources and advice along the way to help guide you in the direction of your goals, which was a motivating and refreshing experience.            


[image: Ryan Davis]
Ryan Davis16:02 11 Mar 23



            I had the pleasure of working with Lesley Franklyn from Hippo Lending. It was such an easy process and she treated me kindly. Hippo lending was transparent throughout the process and the communication with them was very easy and flawless. The process was also quick and efficient.I recommend Hippo Lending and praise Lesley Franklyn of her professionalism and hard work.Thank you!            
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            The HIPPO team has been great during the loan process. Ben and his team walked me through the process and kept me informed with every step of the way            


[image: Amanda]
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            This company was extremely easy and helpful to work with and Lesley was phenomenal. She was very timely and informative during the process. We are grateful for their support of medical professionals.            
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            This company was so easy and helpful to work with. Ben reminded me of what great customer service is all about. Thank you so very much            


[image: John Bassel]
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            I would recommend Hippo very highly for other medical professionals. Their representative, Leslie Franklin was courteous, patient, professional, and extremely helpful.            


[image: Dothel Rofa]
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            I worked with Lesley Franklin. It’s my first time to apply for a big loan. Lesley guided me and updated me through every step of the way. She helped me secure the loan, in the amount that I initially applied for. I also like that Hippo works with healthcare professionals in funding/financing their needs.            
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            Lesley was professional and attentive. The process was streamlined and painless. Thanks Lesley!            


[image: Michelle]
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            Quick and efficient process. Ben was especially helpful and great to work with.            
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            Great representatives! The process was very fast.            
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            Ben was very informative,  polite and easy-going.  It made a difficult situation easier to deal with.            


[image: Stacey Loen]
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            I just can't say Thanks enough to Ben. He was especially kind and helpful on every call and every step along the way. The process was far easier than I would have imagined! If you are on the fence, reach out, you won't be disappointed!!!            
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            Bryan Trammell and the Hippo Team are amazing to work with! They are very helpful. They go above and beyond to help their clients. They are professional.  This team helped to make the process easy.  Highly recommend this team of professionals!            


[image: katherine sarsfield]
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            Worked with Ben, who is very responsive and great to work with. I have had a great experience with HIPPO.            
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            Bryan and everyone atHippo were amazing! Bryan helped walk me through the entire process as painlessly as possible. They offered me a reasonable interest rate and the whole process was actually a little faster than I expected. Thank you so much Hippo lending and Thank you Bryan!            
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            Loved the process of working with Hippo lending team. They were very professional and courteous. Timeliness could have been more efficient is my only negative.            
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            Ben Thompson helped me through the process with Hippo. Very quick, organized, and friendly. Gotten approved within 10 days, and the whole process went by smoothly. I thank Ben and hippo a lot for helping me get the funds I needed, and getting my future endeavors organized. Thank you Hippo Lending!            


[image: mario cartaya]
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            This is the best company! Highly recommended 😃, and Mrs. Lesley Franklin| Member Advisor is amazing!            
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            Excellent, reliable service in a timely manner for a longtime nurse with a medical history of breast cancer.            
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            Amazing customer service! I was assisted by Bryan Tramell and he was able to help me with my financial needs in a very professional and timely manner! I highly recommend this financial company!            
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            This company is EXCELLENT!!! And Lesley is nothing less than perfection when it comes to customer service. She really cares about your experience and it shows in everything she does!!!            
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            Excellent service!  Mr. Ben Thompson was great to work with.            
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            Ben with Hippo Lending went above and beyond to make this process easy and successful.  Thank you!            


[image: Heidi Tate]
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            Bryan Tremell was excellent to work with. Easy to communicate with, went the extra mile to help me. I couldn’t be more happy with Hippo Lending.            
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            Hippo is amazing, Bryan answered all my questions and he made the process simple and easy. Highly recommended!!!            
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            Great communication, quick response, and very informative on the process. Ben was great!            
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            Ben and his team were professional and knowledgable! The process was seamless! Highly recommended!            


[image: Lance Stafford]
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            My husband and I just closed a loan with Bryan Trammell @ Hippo Lending.  Couldn’t ask for a better experience.  They have a true understanding of what today’s medical professionals need from a modern lender.  Bryan was in constant communication during every step of the process from the initial inquiry through their website to the closing / funds released into our account.            


[image: Shannon]
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            Worked with Ben Thompson and the team at Hippo Lending for a debt consolidation loan. The process was smooth and described to me in small bits that kept any overwhelm at bay. Clear communication, helpful information at the right moments, and a smooth process all the way around.            
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            Ben was amazing to work with. Super fast, process was very simple. Thank you Hippo!            
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            It was great working with Bryan at Hippo lending. Strongly recommended , quick turnaround            
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            Ben was easy to work with and very helpful.            
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            Hippo-lending made my financial obligations simple and at the same time placed more money in my pocket for monthly household expenses. The loan officer was very informative and patient with me in obtaining the documents needed to process my loan. Thank you so much Hippo-lending for putting me on the right path for achieving my goal of having a debt free  future!            
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            Hippo Lending has been super helpful, smooth and easy process! Bryan has been amazing and very helpful and nice. Thank you guys!            
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            From begin to end the process was smooth and seamless. I highly recommend Lendio. Additionally, Ben Thompson was thorough and delivered on time!            
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            Fantastic customer service, quick response and process. Brian and his team were professional, quick and very helpful during the process. I would definitely recommend them 100%!!            
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            I used Hippo Lending because I was in need of some debt consolidation. I met a gentleman named Ben who was able to assist me in getting my loan. In my case, there were many hurdles but Ben was creative. With the help of Mr. Gordon (underwriter specialist) we were able to get the funding I needed. Thank you guys again of all your help.            
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            I had the opportunity to work with the team to secure financing. Ben Thompson and others were very helpful and communicating the options available to me. They were timely and yet respectful of my time as well in coordinating documents and conversations. I would use them again.            
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            Hippo Lending works very hard to help their customers achieve their financial goals. I would recommend them to anyone. Thank you Hippo Lending.            


[image: David Mueller]
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            My experience with the team at Hippo was seamless and expedited. The associates are experienced, thoughtful and professional. I highly recommend it to anyone looking for financing!!            


[image: Merdina Mustedanagic]
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            I had such a great experience working with Ben and his team at HIPPO lending. Ben was extremely helpful, timely and professional. I would love to use their team again in the future and will recommend to others! Thank you Ben and HIPPO team.            
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            I highly recommend  Hippo Lending. Representative Christy Daniel was great to work with. She assisted with getting my loan approved and funds deposited into my account within 7-10 days. I will definitely use them again in the future.            


[image: Daryl Smith]
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            It was a great pleasure working with Ben and his team at Hippo Lending. They made achieving our financial goals possible and made the process smooth and simple all along the way. Ben was consistent, kind, and encouraging throughout the entire process. He also was a great communicator to where we felt confident and supported throughout the entire process. Thank you Ben and the entire Hippo team!            
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            A quick and easy process and Ben was great to work with.            
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            Great experience working with Ben Thompson! Streamlined process and quick response            
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            Ben was extremely helpful, it was great working with Hippo lending.            
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            I had a great experience w Hippo lending. Process was easy and smooth. I really recommend Hippo lending for medical professionals.            
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            Ben, my loan program contact was fast, courteous, and timely.  This was by far the easiest and quickiest funding I have experienced.            
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            I Highly recommend HIPPO to any medical professional looking for loan options. Thanks to Bryan T, who made the process straight-forward and navigated me along the way. He was efficient and communicated throughout my questions and concerns. Overall, a great experience and grateful!            
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            Gordon Murdock was fantastic.  He was professional and courteous. The whole team was so helpful.            


[image: Imran Naqvi]
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            Ben Thompson was as efficient & available as one could be.  Thanks Ben            


[image: The Weisgerbers]
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            We recently used Hippo Lending for a loan, and were very impressed with the efficient process and excellent customer service.  Ben Thompson did an outstanding job of assisting us through the process, answering our questions, and explaining the different options available.  He was very prompt, friendly, and thorough with his communication.  In the end, we were happy with the terms of our loan, and felt the interest rate and closing cost for our loan offer were fair.  We would highly recommend Hippo Lending to our colleagues in the medical field.            
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            Ben was excellent!Easy fast process.            
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            Ben was amazing. Expedited and assisted with the entire process. Ben’s communication and transparency throughout was a refreshing change. Highly recommend Hippo and Ben!!            
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            Ben Thompson and the whole team at Hippo Lending were super helpful. If you’re in healthcare and looking for help with funding or consolidating debt you’ve already acquired, I would definitely recommend reaching out to Hippo Lending. Asking for a loan isn’t an easy thing to do. But Hippo makes it as easy as possible!            
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[image: Amy Zarate]
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            Our experience was smooth and easy with great communication. We worked with Kelly and she was so kind and helpful! We appreciate all the help from Hippo and would recommend them.            


[image: Tonya Hardman]
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            Christy was amazing to work with and HIPPO Lending made this an easy process. We are so grateful for the opportunity they gave us and are so thankful that it was so fast and easy. Thank you so much!            
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            I am glad the process went smoothly and appreciate the help from Ben Thompson. He was very professional, on top of thing especially follow up and communicating during the entire process. I would recommend working with Hopi-lending especially Ben Thompson. Thanks for all your help            


[image: Mari Guina]
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            I have worked with Ben Thompson and he did a very good job in guiding me throughout the application process. Thanks so much! I am very grateful that I can now pay off my credit debts. I am commending Ben Thompson and I’ll pass it around to all people who needs financial help!            
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            I worked with Ben Thompson and he was very  professional, prompt and helpful. He addressed all my concerns very timely and answered my questions to my satisfaction. He kept me updated daily on every progress and was simply a joy to work with. He made the process easy and bearable. I would recommend this service to anyone.            
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            Kelly was our representative for our loan. She was absolutely the best! Quick and informative! She knew exactly what we needed to get the ball rolling and the money in our hand. Definitely go with Hippo for your healthcare loan needs. Thank you Kelly and Hippo Lending!!            
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            Fast, professional, solution oriented. Thank you Kelly for making the lending process as painless as possible.            
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            Great service throughout the process. Treating applicants with respect and providing timely and efficient service. Treating you as a person not a number. Kelly was wonderful! Thank you !            
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            Excellent and professional team. They handled all my questions and concerns. Thank you Mr. Thompson for being a great guide throughout. Excellent customer service.            
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            The experience was awesome.  They have a very speedy and efficient process, from the initial application information and financial review all the way through to identity verification.  In particular, Kelly McCauley was a wonderful person with whom to work.  She took the time to get to know me and understand my needs and she worked to make sure they were met.  I will definitely recommend Hippo Lending to my peers.            


[image: Boofooo Paul]
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            Best experience ever. Big gigantic thanks to Ben Thompson who was so knowledgeable and patient with me through the whole process. Ben took the time to guide me and make sure I had the most favorable outcome for my situation. Will surely recommend this company to my friends and family. Thank you.            


[image: Danielle Sanders]
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            I have been working with HIPPO this year to get my business going and even with the ups and downs of being a brand-new business owner, I am really happy to have found HIPPO. Christy Daniel has been an absolute doll throughout the entire process. The entire team has been really friendly and helpful. I wholeheartedly can recommend HIPPO to healthcare professionals. 🙂            
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            I cannot say enough good things about Kelly McCauley. She introduced me to HIPPO and all the company has to offer. She kept me in the loop and assisted me every step of the way. She is very well versed at her position, knows the company and processes well. I am so happy I was able to work with Kelly - Thank you!            
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            Hippo is absolutely amazing. The process was efficient and pleasant and Kelly, my loan officer could not have done a better job of shepherding me through it.            
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            Hippo was excellent to work with. Extremely kind, professional, and understanding of physicians’ unique business needs. I can’t recommend them enough.            
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            I am so thankful for Christy and Hippo Lending.  Christy made our process easy and fast!  She and was attentive, patient, and kind.  I would absolutely recommend this company and would use their services in the future.            


[image: Aloysius Fobi]
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            First rate lender. Fast and Ethical. Ben T. was fantastic and helped guide us through the process.            
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											Fast financing to help with acquisition, new equipment, and more

									

				
					
													A loan from Hippo is one of the best ways you can make the most of your hard work, whether you’re a doctor, a nurse, a dentist, an optometrist, a veterinarian, or another type of healthcare professional seeking lending.

Depending on your needs, you can access your funds in as little as one week after you apply. Plus, we offer competitive rates on all of our healthcare professional loans.
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									Loan Amounts


																			$15,000 – $350,000
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									Flexible Terms


																			3 to 10 years
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									Low, fixed monthly payments


																			Plus competitive rates
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															Expand your healthcare practice

																						Looking to grow your healthcare practice? We can provide stress-free, personal financing that allows you to increase staff, take on more patients, or invest in marketing.
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															Hippo's 4 loan purposes

																						We offer four different loans: debt consolidation, practice buy-ins or buy-outs, business investment, & medical equipment purchase.
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															Purchase new medical equipment

																						If you need to upgrade your equipment or purchase new technology, we can help you cover the cost without putting a strain on your finances.
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															Consolidate debt

																						Consolidate your loans, credit cards, and other business or bank debt to simplify your finances and save time and money.
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															Financial freedom

																						We aspire to see all healthcare professionals living financially free! Ask about our complimentary financial freedom tools.
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															Buy a personal stake in an existing practice

																						We offer fast approval on financing to give you the funds you need to join a practice.

													

					

					
												
															Learn more													
					

				

			
				

		
					
									Discover how much financing you can personally qualify for with Hippo Lending

													The stress-free way to get the loan you need

													
Discover how much financing you can personally qualify for with Hippo Lending. If you need a loan to purchase new medical equipment, digitize patient records, or for debt consolidation, Hippo Lending can help.

You’ll get competitive rates from a lender that’s not a bank. We’re a commercial lender focused solely on serving healthcare professionals. Because of our special healthcare focus, we understand that financing might not be easy for a medical professional due to the costs of medical school, specialty equipment or other factors.

So, we created a platform for you to quickly and easily access capital with terms and rates that are transparent and simple to understand.


													It's simple and easy to get your personal estimated monthly payment.

												
											Loan Calculator									
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Hippo Lending is the industry leader in providing creative and flexible financing solutions for healthcare professionals. Our dedicated team has been underwriting and originating commercial loans for over 25 years. We invest in people – doctors, nurses, dentists, veterinarians and more.

 

A proud VCF company
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	Get in Touch



	
		
		
		4551 Cox Rd. Suite 402
		

		Glen Allen, Virginia 23060
			

	
			
			support@hippolending.com
	









	

				

				

		

				
			
Sign In

Username


Password



Sign In

Forgot Password?
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What is your estimated monthly payment?
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				Enter your offer code			

		

		

				
			Your offer code can be found on your offer letter, in a box that looks like this:
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We’ll also get a couple of other pieces of information from you in order to verify your identity.

Offer Code


Last 4 Digits of your Social Security Number (SSN)



Email Address



Submit
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